
 

 

Eventing Rules Revision 

Feedback from the French National Federation (NF) on FEI proposals   

 
 F.F.E. – PARC EQUESTRE FEDERAL  - 41600 LAMOTTE BEUVRON  /  www.ffe.com  
 HORAIRES D’OUVERTURE : DU LUNDI AU VENDREDI DE 9H A 13H ET DE 14H A 18H 

 

Agree with the rules of Jumping and dressage applying to Eventing for jumping and Dressage Test. A 

specific and exhaustive rule book for Eventing would be welcome for both riders and officials.  

This will be an opportunity to rewrite and clarify some points.  

A 1m05 level would be interesting an an introduction for amateur riders. It is felt that  this level 

should be reserved to occasional competitors, and closed to A, B and C categorised athletes. 

 

The logical name would be 5*. It would be a nuisance for the understanding of our sport  to name 

this level out of this frame. « Classics » may be a suffix. 

The French Equestrian Federation do not believe there is a need for a short format at this level. The 

qualification pathway is long enough to this level. A new level would spray horses on more dates. The 

Actual CCI4* serie is well balanced all over the year to allow top perfomances. 

A clarification about technical requirement would be welcome 
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Agree 
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The French Equestrian Federation support restriction  on the dressage and Jumping point which may 

help with risk management.  The clear round on cross country should remain mandatory. A 20  point 

course is  a clear signal that the combination is not ready to go to the upper level. 

Agree 

 

A concrete study on how this new scoring system would impact results, on last year championships 

for example, is required before any opinion to  be given. 

 

 

NF cross country colours is an  interesting idea. To which events would this apply ? 
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The FFE does not think that a new name is necessary, if if we have to change, we will support the 

« Equestrian Triathlon »  proposition. 

 
Agree 

 

 

It is felt that the prize money has to be distributed. The removal of this restriction would allow a huge 

gap between the winner and the other completing riders, even in events with lots of starters. Most of 

the events are already distributing little prize money and riders not winning do not even cover the 

entry fee with prize money. 
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Looking at the C category list, We can see a significant number of riders haven proved their 

experience and quality and are fully able to compete at such event. Such opening may allow to 

promote a young and dynamic population, as rising stars. 

 
There is a misunderstanding with what have been told by the working group in Geneva last december. 

The required format was : whole course in one phase, table A against the clock with both fixed and 

knockable devices. The course designers would have to build the course in order to slow down horses 

in the  « second part » to secure the competition. 

 

 

 
 

Michel Asseray 

Directeur Technique National Adjoint 


